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The Galactic Center

The Galactic Center is 26,000 Light Years from the Sun, and we are merging with it now as we
come to the end of the cycle. It is the cross over point, the Void, Zero Point and our Solar System

is moving through it as the end of the Mayan Calendar.

According to the Maya and many other cosmic cultures, the Galactic Center is where souls pass
after death, and re-birthed, where time and space have collapsed totally and do not exist. It is the
impulse from the Void; the universe pulses out creating life and ows in creating transformation,
the cross over place.

The Galactic Center is a gateway of change. It opens us up to multidimensional spaces and we
can access our past and future all NOW in holograms of light. The Galactic Center emits massive
amounts of infra-red rays which activate us to remember our true radiance and light and ground
it within us, as we open up to our multidimensional Self and bodies of Light.

The o cial thought is that the Galactic Center is a super-massive Black Hole. Scientists do not look
at it from a multidimensional perspective but just a third dimensional one. They fear all is lost in
a Black Hole when in actual fact everything just uni es and merges, returns through the Black
Hole and then out through a White Hole of another prism of Creation.

The Galactic Center is the cross over point, black hole where we move through as we complete
Duality and unify.

Zero Point


Gregg Braden is currently traveling around the United States and in the media, telling of the
scienti c proof of the Earth passing through the Photon Belt and the slowing of the Earth’s
rotation. At the same time there is an increase in the resonant frequency of the Earth (Schumann
Resonance). When the Earth stops its rotation and the resonance frequency reaches 13 cycles, we
will be at a zero-point magnetic eld. The Earth will be stopped, and in 2 or 3 days it will start
turning again in the opposite direction. This will produce a reversal in the magnetic elds around
the Earth and so forth.

Geophysical Condition #1: Earth’s Rising Base Frequency

Earth’s background base frequency, or “heartbeat” (called Schumann Resonance, or SR) is rising
dramatically. Though it varies among geographical regions, for decades the overall measurement
was 7.8 cycles per second. This was once thought to be a constant; global military
communications developed on this frequency. Recent reports set the rate at over 11 cycles, and
climbing. Science does not know why, or what to make of it.

Gregg Braden found data collected by Norwegian and Russian researchers on this; it’s not widely
reported in the U.S.

Geophysical Condition #2: Earth’s Diminishing Magnetic Field



While Earth’s “pulse-rate” is rising, her magnetic eld strength, on the other hand, is declining.
According to Professor Bannerjee of the University of New Mexico, the eld has lost up to half of
its intensity in the last 4,000 years.

Time will appear to speed up. A 24-hour day will seem to be about 16 hours or less. Remember
the Schumann Resonance (or “heart-beat” of Mother Earth) has been 7.8 cycles for thousands of
years, but has been rising since 1980. It is about 12 cycles at the present. It stops at 13 cycles.

Zero Point or the Shift of the Ages has been predicted by ancient peoples for thousands of years.

Here is a YouTube video of Zero Point and the Photon Belt: Itasha’s Apache Wisdom Keeper-the
Science of Ascension

For the Guardians’ perspective on Zero Point as translated by Speaker 1, E’Asha Ashayana
Arhayas, please click here: “FAIL-SAFE 5th Anniversary Note” – Part 2

Photon Energy

Photons are the smallest possible particles of light in quantum physics. A photon particle is the
result of a collision between an anti-electron or positron and an electron. These split second


collisions cause the charges of the particles to cancel and the resultant mass is converted into
energy in the form of photons.

Photons are emitted during the transmission of one energy state to another. They have zero
mass and no electrical charge. Photons are what the ancients harnessed as energy for
communication, stellar travel, energy production etc.

Photon promises to be a major source for our energy requirements in the very near future.
Photon energy will provide a new and unlimited source of energy. The energy source will enable
our world to easily abandon the fossil fueled industrial age. In a short period of time, our
civilization can begin to rid itself of those technologies that have polluted our planet for the past
two and one half centuries.

Photon energy will not only provide our bodies with a maximum e ciency of energy use, it will
also do the same for our homes and factories. We will enter a new and wondrous energy age.
There is also an additional bene t to this event. Space travel will become simple and the preferred
mode of transportation.

In aboriginal mythology it is often stated that humans were di erent then than they are now and
that they had a bridge to the stars. In the Photon Belt, we will be di erent and with the power
provided by the photon beam as a propulsion system the planets and the stars will become quite
near. Soon, it will be as easy to travel to Sirius or any nearby star as it is now to travel to New York.


Transformation of Consciousness

Being in the Photon Belt will play a signi cant role in the transformation of humankind. Both great
illumination of consciousness will occur as well as great resistance to new ideas. This is a period
of awakening essentially due to the ascension cycle and planetary alignment.

The phenomenon of both the Photon Belt plus stellar activity will reduce the veil stopping us from
seeing who we are. It will remove some of the barriers around cells and DNA making them more
reactive or responsive to new energies, and in fact the DNA will attempt to respond to the
changing frequencies, increasing its capacity.

It presents opportunities for change on a planet by adding new energies. It increases the ow of
energy in the magnetic grids of Earth, attracting new ideas and energies. People will feel the need
to transform but those who consider this physical reality their only expression will dwindle into
greater xations, blocks and negativity.

The Guardians, IAFW and Emerald Covenant Angelic Nations

The Interdimensional Association of Free Worlds (IAFW) was formed 250 billion years ago to serve
the role of primary Guardian Race Administration and protectors of the Emerald Covenant
freedom agendas in our 15-dimensional Time Matrix.



Throughout the many eons of intergalactic, interdimensional history, the IAFW and its countless
Emerald Covenant Guardian Angelic Nations, continually labor to restore and maintain the
structural integrity of our Time Matrix. Presently there are over 25 billion di erent
interdimensional, interstellar Nations serving as active members of the IAFW.

The Guardians’ association spans many di erent planetary, star systems, space, time and
dimensions. Membership within the Guardians organization encompasses the matter-based
galaxies and universes of the lower dimensions to the immeasurable cosmic reality elds of pure
consciousness free from dimensional structure. They work together to assist in the evolution of
developing cultures throughout the multidimensional Universe.

Between 2017 and 2022, when the Halls of Amenti (the blue sphere holding our divine blueprints)
merge Tara and Earth together, those humans and Indigos who have assembled the fth DNA
strand and are eligible for ascension to Tara will be guided to interdimensional transportation
locations to Tara. Those who have assembled the sixth and seventh strands may be transported
to Gaia. There may be others who will be transported to their home planets or elsewhere where
they play and celebrate with their Family of Consciousness. Remaining Angelic Humans and
Indigos will progress in their 12 Code activation and DNA blue print activation.

Angelic humans and the races of Earth will soon be prepared for visits from the Inner Earth
Eieyani, Sirius B Maharaji, Azurite and other Emerald Covenant Races. The Guardians will invite
ethical Earth groups to join the Emerald Covenant, where spiritually mature and


virtuous humans would be o ered the opportunity to reclaim their role as guardians of the
Planetary Templar Complex. The rst physical contacts of the Emerald Covenant Angelic Nations is
scheduled between 2017 and 2022; these contacts will be made individually and privately.

Role of the Galactic Federation of Light

The Galactic Federation of Light was founded over 4.5 million years ago to prevent interdimensional dark forces from dominating and exploiting this galaxy.

At present, there are just over 200,000 member star nations, confederations or unions.
Approximately 40% are humanoids and the rest are varied forms of sentient beings. Most
members of the Galactic Federation are fully conscious beings.

The Galactic Federation’s purpose is to foster goodwill and understanding of the star nations that
are answering the call of Earth’s Spiritual Hierarchy to assist us in our ascension/transformation
process.

Andromeda M31 Galaxy

The Andromeda M31 Galaxy is interfacing with our Milky Way Galaxy and holds very high
frequencies of uni ed matrix of light. This is aligning us back to the higher dimensional Solar
System. This is the Solar System of the Greater Central Sun, which is Sirius B, a great star that has

a Solar System so vast that the Solar System of the Central Sun Alcyone is on an outer orbit of it,
and our Solar System is on an outer orbit of Alcyone’s Solar System. The Blue Star refers to Sirius
B from the Hopi Prophecy.

Our galaxy will gradually merge and rejoin the Andromeda Galaxy, from which it fell out of eons
ago.

There is a loop that we jump in order to move into the higher dimensional Solar System and in
order to do that we have to shift our consciousness. For as we align with the Sun, the Second Sun,
Central Sun and Greater Central Sun, we awaken the Sun within us and the Earth herself becomes
a Sun (within the next one thousand years in linear time). This is the dimensional shift, the Golden
Age we are moving into. This is happening whether we like it or not. It is the completion of three
grand Cycles, and is like trying to stop night and day from happening. So we open to the ow and
move with it, or resist in fear and stay stuck in the third dimension for eons more time.

Please click here for The Galactic Photon Belt Alignment – Part 1

Please click here for The Galactic Photon Belt Alignment – Part 3
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